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CELLPRO (CPRO - OTC) 
CPRO: BAXTER'S LATEST REQUEST FOR AN INJUNCTION 

RATING BUY 
( rice: 7.50 I EPS PIE 
52 Week: 20.00-3.63 3/1996A - (1.13) NM 
Dividend: Nil 311997E (1.70) NM 
Yield: Nil 311998E (1.59) NM 
Shts: 13.1Mil. 311999E (0.41) NM 
Market Cap: 9.8 Mil. 

In Baxkis ongoing efforts to have CeilPro's CEPRATE system removed fiom the market, 
they have submitted a new request for injunctive relief. This revised request would ailow 
CellPro to conhnue selling the CEPRATE system until Baxter has a FDA approved system; 
however at an absurdly hgh 50% royalty rate. 

We believe th~s  new request is a transparent ploy on the part of Baxter to convince the 
Department of Health and Human Services that since CEPRATE will not be removed £torn the 
market there is no reason to march-in. 

Given the fact that Baxter is still demanding a 50% royalty on CEPRATE sales (which we 
estimate would result in as much as a %1,200 net loss per procedure for CellPro) no rational 
person could view these terms as reasonable. Thus, we believe that D e p m e n t  of Health and 
Human Services will not be dissuaded from marching-in and granting CellPro a non-exclusive 
license with a reasonable royalty rate if the courts hand down an injunction. 

Investment Thesis and Summary 

It looks like the pressure from CellPro's massive political and publicity campaign, designed to 
convince the Secretary of Health and Human Senices to invoke the government's "march in" 
rights under the Bayh-Dole Act and grant CeWro a nonexclusive license under the disputed anti-
CD34 patents, has finally gotten to Baxter and their partners Becton Diclanson and Johns Hopkins 
University. This triumvirate, in a transparent attempt to dupe the Secretary of the Department of 
Health and Human Services, Donna Shalala, into believing that they do not intend to ask the courts 
to remove the CEPRATE system (CellPro's stem cell isolation product) from the market, has 
changed, for the third time, their request for injunctive relief. 

Baxter's (we will use Baxter to refer to all the plaintiffs in this case) initial request for injunctive 
relief demanded that CellPro only be allowed to sell CEPRATE to the hospitals that were using the 
product before March 12 (representing only 13% of hospitals that do stem cell separation) and that 
no clinical trials could be conducted using the system. In addition, Baxter demanded a 50% 
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